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Leonard Nimoy’s
Mr. Spock was one of
the most counterculture
figures of the 1960s.
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DINING OUT SOCIETY DIARIES

Weights and Measures was
“meant to be” says chef/
owner. Page G10

Former President George
W. Bush entertains at an
exclusive dinner. Page G14

STARSALIGN BIG EVENTS
BALLET

Stanton Welch debuts
his take on Shakespeare’s
‘Romeo and Juliet.’ Page G2

BARD BARRE

ZEST
CLASSICAL MUSIC

conductor has big plans
for final years in Houston.

Page G14

In 1987, Kazuo Ishiguro
holed up in his South
London home andwrote
maniacally—not caring
about style or finer plot
points, writing freehand
as fast as thewords and
phrases came.

Hewrote 12 hours a
day, six days aweek, for
fourweeks. Andwhen
he finished, he had a first
draft of “The Remains of

the Day,”
a Booker
Prize-
winning
book that
brought
him inter-
national
acclaim and
became an

Oscar-nominated film.
“The Buried Giant,”

Ishiguro’s strange and

haunting new book—his
first novel in 10 years—
had a longer gestation.

“Asmuch as 15 years
back, I wanted towrite
about society’s remem-
bering and forgetting,”
said Ishiguro, 60, on the
phone fromhis home in
England. “It was triggered
bywhat happened in the
1990s, whenYugoslavia

Ishiguroonwar, forgetfulnessandcowboys

Columbia Pictures

“The Remains of the Day,” based on Ishiguro’s novel,
stars Emma Thompson and Anthony Hopkins.Bookish continues on G6

MAGGIE
GALEHOUSE
Bookish

Kazuo
Ishiguro
The author will read and
discuss his work as a guest
of Inprint’s Margarett Root
Brown Reading Series.

When: 7:30 p.m. March 23

Where: Wortham Theater
Center, 501 Texas

Tickets: $5;
inprinthouston.org.

For RodeoHouston, more is
more when it comes to style.

“Everyone wants the flow-y look
of feathers and fringe,”Waller de-

signer Pat Dahnke says. “We’ve
added them to our pieces and
have had themost success-
ful collection in our 47-year
history.”

The casual-chic look has
mass appeal, she says. “Any-

one can buy one ‘wow’ piece
andmix it in.”

Dahnke designs beaded, custom-
dyed tops embellishedwith Coque
rooster feathers. She tops the looks
offwith turquoise, another must-

have for rodeo.
Fringe and feathers have ap-

peared in designers’ ready-to-wear
collections and at retailers from
Palais Royal andMacy’s to special-
ty stores like Pinto Ranch, which
sells Dahnke’s collection, and the
new Lucchese store in Highland
Village.

“Fringe has been a staple in
Western wear. Now, it’s on the
runway, and there are even boots
with fringe,” says Bea Garcia, Pinto
Ranch’s director of marketing. “We
started seeing it in stores last sea-
son. It seems like an element every
designer is doing.”

Garcia says she even snapped

Boots and a hat just
aren’t going to cut it at
RodeoHouston, as any
cowgirl worth her salt
knows. Add some

fringe, feathers
and turquoise,

and you’ve got the
start of a friendship
between fashion and
Western sensibilities

By Joy Sewing

Rodeo continues on G9

Gary Coronado photos / Houston Chronicle

Above, Lucchese Parker cross body bag, $1,295,
Lucchese. Top, Taylor Hammonds of Neal Hamil
Agency is wearing a 4 Love & Liberty top, $255;
Juan Antonio Belt, $249; Lucchese Saratoga Boots,
$1,295; all from Lucchese in Highland Village.

STYLE
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BOOKS

Fiction
1. The Girl on the Train:
By Paula Hawkins. A
psychological thriller
set in London is full
of complications and
betrayals.

2. All the Light
We Cannot See:
By Anthony Doerr. The
lives of a blind French girl
and a gadget-obsessed
German boy before and
during World War II.

3. Obsession in Death:
By J.D. Robb. A murderer
is obsessed with Lt. Eve
Dallas; by Nora Roberts,
writing pseudonymously.

4. A Spool of
Blue Thread: By Anne
Tyler. Four generations
of a family are drawn to
a house in the Baltimore
suburbs.

5. The Nightingale:

By Kristin Hannah. Two
sisters in World War II
France: one struggling to
survive in the countryside,
the other joining the
Resistance in Paris.

6. Trigger Warning:
By Neil Gaiman. Stories and
poems about the power of
imagination.

7. Motive: By Jonathan

Kellerman. The Los
Angeles psychologist-
detective Alex Delaware
and Milo Sturgis, a
homicide cop, realize
that the murder they’re
investigating was
committed by a serial killer.

8. Private Vegas:
By James Patterson
and Maxine Paetro. Jack
Morgan, the head of an
investigative firm, uncovers
a murder ring in Las Vegas.

9. Gray Mountain:
By John Grisham. In a
small Virginia town, a
downsized Wall Street
lawyer becomes involved
in litigation against the
mining industry.

10. Twelve Days:
By Alex Berenson. The
former CIA operative John
Wells discovers a plot to
trick the president into
invading Iran.

Nonfiction
1. Being Mortal: By Atul
Gawande. The surgeon and
New Yorker writer considers
how doctors fail patients
at the end of life, and offers
suggestions for how they
can do better; the subject of
a PBS documentary.

2. Killing Patton: By Bill
O’Reilly and Martin Dugard.
The host of “The O’Reilly
Factor” recounts the death
of Gen. George S. Patton.

3. Believer: By David
Axelrod. A memoir by the
political consultant who
became Barack Obama’s
campaign strategist and
White House adviser.

4. Yes Please: By Amy
Poehler. A humorous mis-
cellany from the comedian
and actress, an alumna
of “Saturday Night Live”
and the star of “Parks and
Recreation.”

5. What If?: By Randall
Munroe. Scientific (but
often humorous) answers
to hypothetical questions,
based in part on the au-
thor’s website, xkcd.com.

6. Sapiens: By Yuval Noah
Harari. How Homo sapiens
became Earth’s dominant
species.

7. Leaving Before the

Rains Come: By Alexandra
Fuller. A memoir of a
marriage’s collapse, by the
author of “Don’t Let’s Go
to the Dogs Tonight” and
“Cocktail Hour Under the
Tree of Forgetfulness.”

8. Red Notice: By Bill
Browder. An American
hedge-fund manager in
Russia who became the
largest foreign investor in
the Russian stock market
and was eventually
expelled by kleptocrats who
then seized his property.

9. As You Wish:
By Cary Elwes with Joe
Layden. The making of the
movie “The Princess Bride,”
25 years ago.

10. The Reaper: By Nicho-
las Irving with Gary Brozek.
A memoir by a deadly
special operations sniper
deployed to Afghanistan.

New York Times

BEST-SELLERS

LisaMcMann
will discussandsign
“IslandofShipwrecks”
(UnwantedsSeries,No.
5), 5p.m.Thursday,Blue
WillowBookshop, 14532
Memorial; 281-497-8675or
bluewillowbookshop.com.

“What did he look
like?” growled the
old pirate captain
with hooks for

hands. He slammed
one of the hooks on
the table in front
of the slave, and
it made a garish
clang. “Who is
responsible?”

Daxel said nothing.
He couldn’t speak.
None of the slaves
that the pirates
had bought from
their friend Queen
Eagala could speak.
But Daxel could
write, and the
pirates knew it.
Still, he stared at
the map and the
blank pieces of
paper in front

of him and shook
his head.

from “Island of Shipwrecks”
by Lisa McMann

BOOK EXCERPT

andRwanda disintegrated into
horrific civil wars. In both cases,
people who had been living very
harmoniously, sometimes next
door to each other, turned on
each other andmassacred each
other. So I had a story inmy
head, but it tookme a long time
to find a suitable setting.”

Setting is a stepping-off point
in all of Ishiguro’s books. A care-
ful and subtle writer, he lures
readers into the realm of plausi-
bility—his 2005 cloning novel
“Never LetMeGo”was set in an
alternative dystopian 1990s Eng-
land— and once they’re snared,
he’s free to focus on themore
timeless troubles of humanity.

In “The Remains of the Day,”
Ishiguro considered the person-
al cost of obsessive professional-
ism. In “Never LetMeGo,” he
examined the slow destruction
of hope. In “The Buried Giant,”
he contemplates the pros and
cons of collective forgetfulness
— in amarried couple and in
society at large.

The new book is set in late-
fifth-century Britain, when set-
tlers were arriving in ships from
theNorth Sea. Several genres are
represented, includingArthu-
rian legend (an aged Sir Gawain
rides in on his aged horse), fairy
tales (dragons and giants) and
British history.

“I had it inmymind it was
490A.D.— a period no one real-
ly knows about,” Ishiguro said.
“It was truly a dark century.
The Saxons basically settled the
country around this time. And
the general consensus is there
was some sort of genocide, with
new people landing steadily on
the coast, coming in from the
Europeanmainland.”

Despite the historical specif-
ics, Ishiguro’s book retreats into
a kind of fantastic realism.

“My settings tend to bemeta-
phorical,” said the author, who
was born in Japan andmoved
to England as a boy. “I did have
a rule: If it was conceivable that
the people of that time could
believe certain things existed,
those thingswere allowed to ex-
ist. So, no flying saucers.”

War is in the air in “The
Buried Giant,” and something
else about the airmakes people
forgetful. The cast includes a
brave knight namedWistan; a
young knight named Edwin,
bent on avenging hismother’s
death; Gawain, a solitary
knight charged by the late King

Arthur to slay a she-dragon;
and Beatrice andAxl, an elderly
couplewho have set out on a
perilous journey to help them
remember their past.

“Many of the same questions
we ask about societies apply to
relationships,” Ishiguro said.
“Most have their dark corners.

They’veweathered through
something, and they’ve agreed
to bury it. But is that right?
Does there come a point when a
society or amarried couple need
to remember?”

Ironically, it was Ishiguro’s
longtime partner, Lorna
MacDougall, who read a draft
of the book’s first 60 pages and
returned it with some pointed
advice.

“She toldme it would not
do,” said Ishiguro, who’s been
married toMacDougall since
1986. “She said, ‘There’s no
way. You’re going to have to
start again from scratch.’ It was
because of the language, which
she felt was too ornate. She
thought it was laughable.”

It took Ishiguro a bit of time
to recover from this critique. He
wrote “Nocturnes,” his 2009
short story collection.When
hewent back to “The Buried
Giant,” he began simplifying the
language.

“I started to subtract by tak-

ing out little words here and
there, and I rather liked it,” he
said.

The book’s diction does have a
stripped-away quality— a spare
formality reminiscent of a fairy
tale.

Ishiguro said he’s grateful for
his wife’s truth telling.

“She knewme before I was
awriter,” the author said. “She
metmewhen Iwas trying to
be amusician. Becausewe’ve
had somany discussions and
arguments about books and
movies, I knowwherewe tend
to disagree and agree. Andwe
agree about language.”

MacDougall also has set aside
a copy of LarryMcMurtry’s
“LonesomeDove” for her
husband to read.

“There it is in the bedroom,”
Ishiguro said. “She says it’s an
uttermasterpiece.”

In December, Ishigurowrote
an essay for the Guardian
explaining howFrancis
Ford Coppola’s film “The
Conversation” and TomWaits’
ballad “Ruby’s Arms” influenced
“The Remains of the Day.”

Does “The Buried Giant” have
a sound track? Or a film track?

“Those elegaic westerns by
SamPeckinpah,” Ishiguro said.
“The lone figure on the horse,
out of time, his era passed. He’s
aging, but he still has some
martial skill. Gawain owes a lot
to those characters.”

The samurai stories he grew
upwith also crept into “The Bur-
ied Giant.”

“That’s the Japanese part of
me, I guess,” Ishiguro said. “But
I like the anti-samuraimovies,
the anti-militarist moviesmade
afterWorldWar II.”

And does he everwonder
if “DowntonAbbey”—now
muddling through the 1920s
—will simply crash-land into
“The Remains of the Day?” If
Mr. Stevens andMiss Kenton,
played byAnthonyHopkins and
EmmaThompson in the film,
will suddenly find themselves
downstairs at Downton,
enjoying a cup of teawithMr.
Carson andMrs. Hughes?

“I’ve neverwatched
‘DowntonAbbey,’” Ishiguro
acknowledged. “I’m really bad
with television. I can’t watch one
episode and leave it for aweek.
If I have towatch a television
series, I do it with a box set and I
watch it in one day. I’m going to
do that with ‘DowntonAbbey.’”

maggie.galehouse@chron.com

Bookish from page G1

Bookish: ‘Giant’ crosses genres

‘The Buried Giant’
By Kazuo Ishiguro.

Knopf, 320 pp., $26.95.

Jeff Cottenden

Kazuo Ishiguro




